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PROLOGUE

RED AND GREEN PAINTS YOUR NIGHTMARES. SCREAMS AND

shrieks color your despair. Master Luke's voice pleads,
chastises, pained with grief and shame. But the voice is
distant, its roaring whisper repressed by memory, made clear
by your Jedi clairvoyance.

"No! ... Do not do this! ... Not the way ..."
There is a mask. Always that mask, vertical lines cut with

a gaping black hole. Sightless. It is foreign yet familiar. It is
steeped in the dark side; it embodies aggression. In its wake
it leaves a trail of blood, painting with that terrible red glow,
that glow which provokes the cries. Yet, suppressed under
the murderous brush strokes, is an echo of light.

"Weak! ... Holding me back ... Stronger without ..."
You feel how desperately the mask fights to snuff the

light out, its hostility an onerous struggle to stomp out the
beautiful flame. Yet each time the light resists, each time it
coils back to life, the outrage of the mask redoubles, fiercer
than before.



"Where is she? ... The girl ... Lies! ..."
You feel Master Luke again, his gentle touch, his kind

blue eyes. You listen to his direction. You heed his words.
Even with the mask, even with the screams, Master Luke
exudes serenity. You know you must accept his task; there is
no other choice. You let Master Luke's radiance fill you,
surrendering yourself to the Force. You are ready.

"Moon ... Secret ... Safe ..."
The nightmare changes, but the red and green that fill it

with terror remain. They twist and turn, looping in
thunderous light. There is a terrible crackling, bated breath,
shifting leaves, but the dance of colors never ceases.

Then there is only the red, only the hate, only the
emptiness, oblivion. Nothing human is left in this moment.

But you see it now. There is a flicker of a man left. It is
still there, if only on the fringe. There are no strange colors,
no cries, no flames, no abyss. It is just a man. A man you
recognize. A presence you have not felt since...

The mask, it is here. Ben Solo has arrived, at last.
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1

THE GUARDIAN

THE JEDI GUARDIAN WOKE WITH A STIR. OVER AND OVER,
it had been the same dream for years now. But now he
understood it. He felt the approaching darkness of a tangible
entity.

He tucked away in a hammock high in the trees, a safety
precaution against the nightly predators that awoke with the
setting sun. The Guardian felt a throbbing pain in his sword
hand. His palm was engraved with the design of his
lightsaber hilt. He loosened his tight grip and tucked the
weapon into his belt strap. With a slow turn he looked down
to the blackened earth below. This had been his
responsibility for so many years.

A botanist, or a geologist, would have been perplexed at
the sight. From the Guardian's understanding, the blackened
earth, which was surrounded by what looked like burnt logs,
hints of durasteel, and specks of obsidian, should have long
decomposed and rusted. Yet they remained. It might have
baffled scientists, but the Guardian knew it to be the



residual effects of the dark side of the Force. The blackened
earth was once a funeral pyre: the final resting place for
Darth Vader.

The Jedi attempted to stay as far away from its general
vicinity as he could. Though he was hundreds of meters high
in the trees, he could still sense the repulsive stench of the
dark side's energy. But the Guardian knew his purpose. He
was charged to protect and safeguard the pyre. Since he
came here, he never ventured outside a few kilometers from
its location. But his nightmares had been growing more
intense. For the past few weeks he perched himself just
above the old pyre, wondering if his dreams were induced
by his close proximity to such darkness.

The Guardian was born well after the reign of the
Galactic Empire, and he had only heard stories of the
infamous Darth Vader. But if merely a lingering presence
could cast off such a potent energy field, the Guardian could
only imagine what it would have been like to know the Sith
Lord in the flesh.

He flinched. There was a second sting in the Force. The
dark side. This one was far more violent than the one that
had woke him before. It was time. Ben Solo finally rooted
him out. Using the Force to augment himself, the Guardian
hopped from one tree branch to another until he finally hit
the forest floor. He knelt, knees and feet pressed into the
earth. The Guardian furrowed his brow, cloaking himself
and the pyre, undetectable by any other Force sensitive—so
long as the Guardian maintained his concentration. In truth,
he was not confident he could keep it up for long.
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2

KYLO REN

KYLO REN'S CONNECTION WAS CUT OFF INSTANTLY. HE

was sure he found his prize. The dark side of the Force
emanated even from the forest moon's orbit.

It is here, he thought as he stood on the bridge of the
Perseverance. It was an older model of Star Destroyer, used
during the height of the Old Empire. For this mission, Kylo
knew he would not be allowed to use the First Order's
newer models. This mission was unsanctioned and would
have met the disapproval of General Hux.

A waste of resources, Kylo could hear the irritating voice of
the General as though he were present beside him. But the
young man was lightyears away from Ren, overseeing the
preparations of Starkiller Base.

Ability ... destroy ... insignificant.
The disembodied voice grew fiercer the closer Kylo and

his select troops drew to the forest moon. He turned to the
box sitting at his side, given to him by a First Order
informant, Bazine Netal. Its contents were less than



impressive, but the imprint of the Dark Side was
unquestionable. Like a sample scent for a Ronto, Kylo used
the box to lead the nose of his Force sense. He had a hunch
where the missing link would lead him. Outside the viewport
was a moon, surrounded by a debris field: the forest moon of
Endor, surrounded by the remains of the second Death Star,
more specifically.

"Sir!" said a flat voice. Kylo turned on his heel. At the
threshold of his quarters was a Stormtrooper, FN-1138, if he
recalled correctly. He tried to remember each trooper's
designation.

"You may approach, trooper." Kylo nodded his approval,
his voice reverberating off the walls, modulated by
his mask.

"The moon is clear. No sign of the Resistance or
Republic forces. It will take time to get the destroyers moon-
side with all the debris." The Stormtrooper only took two
steps forward to speak to Kylo. Good, Kylo thought. He
preferred being feared; it bred obedience.

"If there is no Republic presence, there is no need to
wait. Have the crew ready my ship and summon a squad of
TIE Fighters."

"Right away sir." The trooper spun on his heel, taking his
leave as quickly—yet as formally—as he could.

"One-one-three-eight," Kylo said, lifting his finger in a
signal of pause. "Have early scans picked up any life forms
on the moon?"

"Outside of the normal life forms ... no, my lord. But our
TIEs will be able to do a more thorough search if you wish
them to go ahead of you."

"No, continue with my previous directive. If anything
comes up, bring it to my attention immediately."
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"Of course, my lord," FN-1138 bowed and took
his leave.

Kylo turned back to the viewport and gazed out towards
the forest moon, reaching out with the Force. The presence
remained, an echo now rather than a shout, but he knew he
would find it with time.

Join me ... together ... rule the galaxy.
The voice resounded in his head while his crew took the

time to prep his Upsilon-class shuttle. It only took an
additional moment for Kylo to go through the pre-flight
procedures.

"Shuttle U-P-one, you are clear for take off," the command
officer's voice buzzed through the telecom in Kylo Ren's
cockpit. Normally one of the troopers flew him down, but
this calling was too important. It would be too difficult for a
non-Force sensitive to pick up what he was looking for. No
ordinary instrument would suffice.

Insignificant next to ...
Kylo released the command shuttle from its cable lock

and moved the thrusters forward. Quickly, his viewport
turned from a hangar clustered with TIE fighters to a star
field enveloped by Endor's forest moon.

He guided his shuttle to the original battleground, where
the original Imperial compound protected the second Death
Star decades ago. He did this more on a hunch than by way
of any metaphysical clairvoyance. Still, it wasn't long before
Kylo reached out with the Force, using his anger as a
compass for his destination. And it was there! Clear
as night!

Join me and together we can rule the galaxy as ...
There it was! Kylo had it. He never felt the presence of it

that vibrantly before. He veered his shuttle into the
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thermosphere, directing it towards the daylight side of the
moon. Debris littered much of the exosphere, but it was
much more clear. Kylo could just make out the land masses
and the tall trees below.

I've accepted the truth that you were once Anakin Skywalker ...
This voice was new but familiar. It sounded like Master

Luke ... no, it was too young to be him. Kylo Ren stiffened at
the sound of the voice. It carried that inflection of weakness
indicative of the light. He and Supreme Leader Snoke had
taken measures to extinguish away that part of him years
ago. It made little sense for him to be hearing that voice or
feeling the call to the light. It would only hold him back.
Kylo clenched his jaw, dug deeper into the recess of
his mind.

That name no longer has any meaning for me.
Much better. Kylo could see the structure of the

compound now. It was in ruin; several AT-STs and tree
trunks were fallen and scattered about.

It is the name of your true self, you've only forgotten.
There was the voice again, but it sounded different this

time. Instead of a distant echo it was as if someone hacked
into his shuttle's comlink. Instead of sounding like Luke, it
sounded like...

I know there is good in you, Ben Solo. The Supreme Leader
hasn't driven it from you fully.

Someone penetrated the shields of his thoughts! Kylo
Ren jerked his shuttle in a violent attempt to shake the voice
from his head. He gritted his teeth and plunged his mind
into the shadows, nurturing the flame that was his kindling
anger.

I feel the conflict within you. Let go of your hate, Ben.
"There is no conflict!" Kylo Ren shouted into the empty
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cockpit. Only the rattling of the co-pilot restraints was his
response. With a concentrated effort Kylo Ren closed his
mind to the intruder. The endeavor was a success but in
doing so he lost track of his prize. No matter. He knew he
was close. It was time for him to take his search to the
ground.
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3

THE GUARDIAN

THE GUARDIAN KNEW THAT WASN'T GOING TO WORK. HIS

powers were no match for Ben Solo to hold out indefinitely,
but it bought him the time he needed to move his location.

Ben Solo was short-tempered; this he remembered. The
other students knew the best way to beat him was to force
him to defeat himself. Instead of subverting the Guardian's
psychological attack, Solo shut himself out entirely. But with
it, he shut out his connection to Darth Vader's pyre. It took
all the Guardian had to manage what he achieved. Ben had
no clue how close he was.

But now the Guardian was two and a half clicks away
from his homestead. If he were to fall, it would still be
difficult for Ben to find what he was looking for. The
Guardian remained hidden where he was, and when the time
was right, he would open himself up to Solo.

The moment did not last long. His temple stung with a
collage of images. The Guardian could see into the mind's
eye of Ben Solo: there was an old A-Wing crashed amongst



fallen trees, an old holonet tower in the distance, Star
Destroyers bedecking the morning sky. Ben searched the
area with more than his eyes, finally turning his attention
over his shoulder to a thick tree-line.

The Guardian tucked himself behind a large tree trunk,
using the last of his cloaking reserves to implant a false
signature in the forest clearing. Seconds later, he made out
the outlines of a black cloak trotting through the thick
brush. There was no mistaking the Force signature of Ben
Solo, but it was masked in a terrible dark cloud. The helmet
was finally here, fully realized, still as inhuman and
terrifying as it was in the Guardian's nightmares.

The Jedi watched as Ben walked amongst the
underbrush, his movements more animalistic now. He used a
more primal variant of the Force. Aggression and passion
were his allies now. But the Guardian had to admit they
served him well.

Just as Solo approached the middle of the clearing, he
ignited his lightsaber with an immediate tenacity. The
Guardian tightened his grip around his own lightsaber. With
a slight turn, the dark warrior glanced over his shoulder.

At last the Guardian dropped his Force cloak, letting
Ben sense him fully, flaunting his power with the light side
of the Force. In truth, it was a front, an elaborate façade,
just as his Force cloak had been. But the Guardian knew
what type of power Ben Solo would be looking for, what he
would have respected, what would give him pause. Usually
he reserved his strength for an actual fight; but like the
nexus of Cholganna, he wanted to intimidate his foe, destroy
his resolve before the hunt. But could he cast Ben off with
the appearance of larger fangs than what he actually had?

As Master Luke would say, We learn to fight so that we don't
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have to. Or rather, Luke's own mentor told him that the best
blades are kept in their sheaths. Master Luke referred to the
philosophy as the empty form: form zero, the technique of
no combat. The Guardian intended to utilize that tenet now.
He could make Ben less confident in his ability to win, or at
the very least, in his ability to dominate the bout. Even that
would be enough for this engagement.

Leading with his false sense of strength, the Guardian
showed his physical self, pivoting from behind the tree he
was hiding behind. He maintained his concentration, a
Jedi's tranquility. His focus was concentrated as a show of
Force, a power to be reckoned with. But the Guardian
almost dropped all pretense once he finally saw it.

Ben Solo's lightsaber was a monstrosity.
The hue was crimson, the signature color of the Sith, the

Jedi Order's longstanding enemy. But according to Master
Luke, the Sith died with the Emperor. So the blade was not
truly Sith; it was much worse. It had a terrible, unbalanced
pulse, as though red forks of lightning were dancing atop its
white core. It was unlike any lightsaber the Guardian had
seen before. Where the hilt should have ended at the top, it
extended outwards, perpendicular to the main shaft—like a
cross. And out of their emitters were two sets of flames, no,
not flames exactly, they were like the exhaust ports of an old
speeder, sustained by the corrupted crystal within Ben's hilt.

The dark warrior must have sensed it; he had to. There
was no fear in his posture. Where he had been hunched and
cautious, now he stood at his full height, lifting his
abomination of a lightsaber in front of his mask, less a
respectful salute and more shameless grandstanding.

The Guardian had a weapon of his own. He removed his
cloak from his belt, revealing the sleek design of his own
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lightsaber hilt. The Guardian never had to use it before,
even against the beasts of the night. It was clean and
unmarked, unlike the rough edges of Ben’s lightsaber.

The Guardian knew now the battle was lost, whether by
his victory or his defeat. His blade would have to be
unsheathed. There was no other alternative with this
opponent.

Though Ben's face was covered with a mask, there was
no mistaking the smile underneath it, or the curt chuckle
that followed. The dark warrior stepped back in a fight-
ready stance, lifting his lightsaber over his head. It was the
stance of the strong style, Ben's favorite. The Guardian
prepped himself for the fight, paying close attention to the
tells of the early engagement, something Master Luke drove
into his students. It's not about being better, it's about who could
find their opponents weakness first.

Show me your weakness, Ben, thought the Guardian.
In a ploy new to him, the Guardian ignited his green

lightsaber, setting himself into an identical strong style
stance. Both fighters glared into each other's eyes. They
waited for the first flinch, the first feint of combat. The
Guardian knew from holocrons that lightsaber engagements
could end in seconds. A single cut from an enemy's blade is
all it took. He would need to have the sharper mind if he
wished to live.

The Guardian let the Force flow through him freely. He
let both his training and his power guide his actions. And
almost instantly he received a faint flash.

It wasn't much, but it was enough. He was never truly
great with his Jedi pre-cognitive abilities, supplementing
much of it with his extensive training. Ben's strong style
opening only offered him a few attack options. So the
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Guardian focused the Force to those possibilities, looking for
Ben's outer ring offensive. The Guardian's bluff paid off.

In his mind's eye he could see the falling avalanche
attack from Ben. The dark warrior was going to put his
full force into the opening attack, simply eviscerating the
Guardian's defenses. If the Guardian retaliated with his
own strength (as his mimicking strong style stance
indicated) he surely would have been annihilated, sliced
through clean from shoulder to groin. But the pre-
cognitive flash allowed him to adjust and slip the first
blow. Instead of meeting strength with strength, he
adjusted his strong opening into the fast style, utilizing the
inner ring of defense through a parry rather than a
blade lock.

Control and retaliate, the Guardian reminded himself.
He could have gone for an immediate counter, using the

dark warrior's forward momentum against him, but he
needed to be sure he was disabled for good. The Jedi
parried Ben's second attack low. Then he tilted his blade up
only slightly, stabbing out at that terrible mask that haunted
his dreams. Finally, he could be rid of that nightmare. With
unbelievable speed, Ben Solo deflected his strike.

The parry caught the Guardian utterly off guard. It was
all he could do to narrowly compose himself against Ben's
next assault. He imagined Master Luke chiding him for his
poor form as he managed to survive with a spinning
deflection that was augmented generously with the Force.

The Guardian's use of the Force gave him a new clarity,
one he had never experienced before. Perhaps it was his
adrenaline, but he was going to make the most of it. Riding
the wave of the Force, the Guardian mounted his own
offensive. He tapped at Ben's flank high (and then low) with
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his lightsaber. He adjusted his attack vectors, continuing to
prod at Ben's top-side defenses.

But the dark warrior was always there, always matching
the speed of the Guardian's blade. At the end of one of the
Guardian's attacks, Ben caught the green lightsaber between
his main blade and his cross guards, binding the lightsaber
and driving it into the forest floor.

With both fighters blades disabled, searing into the
foliage below their feet, Ben attempted to back-hand the
Guardian with his gloved hand.

That was a mistake.
If there was one martial art the Guardian was wholly

confident with, it was his hand-to-hand training. With
instinctual movement, one that could only be attained by a
master of teräs käsi, the Guardian slipped Ben's blow and
struck him with the back of his own elbow.

The blow staggered Ben into a daze. Again, the
Guardian jumped on the opening, attacking the dark warrior
before he could fully recover. Unwavering, Ben was always
there, always ready, turning away the Guardian's strikes.
But Ben was leaving himself open on his left side. The
Guardian feinted an attack right, then followed through on
the left. This time he was met not by Ben's main blade, but
by one of the cross-guards.

Well, that was unexpected, the Guardian thought.
The unorthodox block caught both of the duelists off

guard. But Ben was the first to take the advantage, using the
momentum of the lock to navigate the following movement.
He swung the Guardian's blade wide and over head. The
Jedi slipped the near decapitating blow, swinging wide with
his own lightsaber; not a true counter, rather a desperate
attempt to keep Ben at bay. The dark warrior mimicked the
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move, but with far more malice, a more honest counter than
the Guardian's own.

The combat broke as they both gave one another space
to breath. Sweat dripped into the Guardian's eyes. He
dropped back in a low defensive stance, no longer feigning a
strength-based style. Ben settled into a different variation of
his strong style stance, feigning nothing.

All right Ben, that was round one. Your move.
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4

KYLO REN

THIS IS WHAT KYLO REN LIVED FOR. TESTING OUT HIS

new powers against the other acolytes was a joke. This Jedi
wannabe was proving an unexpected but welcome challenge.
There was only so much training droids could teach.
Fighting another living, breathing Force sensitive always
had those intangible and subtle nuances that were impossible
to program into a CPU.

Kylo vaguely recognized the Jedi acolyte from Luke's
band of misguided fanatics. He did not recall his name, only
that he was insignificant enough that it was worth forgetting.

The fight should have been over already. This was
already the longest lethal engagement Kylo participated in.
He should have realized the Jedi's opening stance was
merely a sham. None of the Jedi fought with a strong style.
It was too aggressive for their sensibilities. They always
shifted to weaker forms of combat. This Jedi thought his
weak parries would force Kylo to overextend his reach, but
Kylo knew what to expect. Admittedly, the acolyte's elbow



to his face was a genuine surprise. He pocketed that tactic in
the back of his mind. A repeat appearance would not find
its mark.

Now it seemed the Jedi's tricks were over as he stood
back in an overt defensive posture. Kylo set himself into a
high guard position. His breathing quickened but he knew
fatigue was nowhere close. It was time to finish the bout.

In his own form of posturing, Kylo adapted his strong
style into as fast a sequence as he could manage with his
cross guard. The assault sent the Jedi shuffling back
through the forest's clearing. His defenses were completely
sloppy and totally predictable. Even without the Force, Kylo
could see the acolyte's counters coming from a parsec away.

The Knight of Ren easily ducked under the stab towards
his head, lifting his helmet back up with supernatural speed.
The Jedi's riposte completely left him open, but Kylo's blade
was too low to administer the killing blow. Instead, Kylo
grabbed the acolyte's cloak with his free hand, in complete
control of the Jedi now.

Or so he thought.
Just as he was about to cut the Jedi clean through, there

was no one there. Kylo’s lightsaber sliced nothing but air.
First he felt confusion, followed by fury as his senses went
haywire.

A brutal intrusion startled Kylo's mind. He saw his head
sliced clean through, helmet separated from his shoulders.
The hysterical fear of death fed into the dark side of the
Force, and that force guided his arms outside of his
conscious thought. Like a magnet, his red blade met green.

Kylo blinked rapidly while he regained conscious
thought but it didn't take long for him to realize that he had
almost died. The Jedi had a knack for not only evading his
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own demise, but nearly becoming the cause of Kylo's own.
As the dark warrior stood there, blades locked with this
awe-inspiring opponent, he let his anger fester and grow
until it could not be contained.

You're running out of miracles, Jedi, Kylo thought as he
shoved the acolyte away with Force enhanced strength.
Despite Kylo's newfound vigor the Jedi was, shockingly,
still on the offensive. Where Kylo intended to press another
offensive onslaught, he found himself being driven on his
back foot. The defensive posturing he was forced into felt
foreign and perverse. For the moment, he was actually
losing. How had the fight come to this point? And more
importantly, how could the fight turn back into his favor?

Each time he thought he found an opening, an
advantage, the damned Jedi had an answer: a downward
slash evaded by a lifted foot, a surefire decapitation easily
ducked. Even when Kylo thought he was back on the
offensive, the acolyte responded with unnatural poise.

The Jedi's eyes were fixated on Kylo, almost in a trance.
Kylo Ren knew what the Jedi was experiencing; he was
entirely attuned with the living Force. It should have given
the dark warrior pause but that was irrelevant. This contest
should have already been over. He intended to push through
and end it now.

Cocking his arm back to rev up his strike, Kylo jabbed
straight at the Jedi's heart. He was met not with the
satisfying sound of lightsaber piercing flesh, but by the
smack of the Jedi's own hand around his wrist.

Again, the Jedi did not use his lightsaber, but his body to
attack. Kylo blocked the first elbow aimed at his gut, but the
Jedi's lightsaber pommel aimed at the face, and the
subsequent kick to Kylo's chest, was not expected. The blow
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to the face was bearable; however, the Force-empowered
strike felt unlike a foot and more like an asteroid.

Surely such power could only be granted by the Dark Side, Kylo
Ren thought. Yet there the Jedi stood, the epitome of
serenity, an apathetic expression betraying no emotion. He
held his lightsaber in front of him peacefully, his free hand
lifted palm-out, as though he was amiable to a truce.

But there was no stopping a Knight of Ren.
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5

THE GUARDIAN

THE GUARDIAN HAD NO IDEA HOW HE WAS STILL ALIVE.
Each time he felt he was being overwhelmed, he saw an
opening at the last moment. He knew this was beyond his
own skill or experience.

The stronger you become in the Force, the more you can do. The
Guardian heard Master Luke in his head clear as day. It was
Master Luke's teaching that got him this far. Several times
within the fight he let the Force fully take the lead, letting it
guide his counters and strikes without protest. But though
the Force was a powerful ally, the Guardian's draw on it was
finite.

Ben Solo was a natural fighter. Though he may have
been surprised, the dark warrior never slowed. He was
never discouraged. Even now, the Guardian could feel the
immense power swelling inside Solo.

And then, the predator pounced again. Ben disposed of
speed and tactical blade work; instead, he smashed through
the Guardian's guard with raw and dominating blows. This



was the strong style in its purest form: entirely predictable
but difficult to meet head-on.

The Guardian tried to adapt his inner ring of defense to a
more durable, more moderate ring. But it was a defensive
technique ill suited for his lighter physique. Each time he
stuck out his blade to meet Ben's crackling lightsaber, he
was shoved back almost bodily. He could barely reset into
another defensive posture before the next sledgehammer
came crashing down. As each of Ben's crosscuts hammered
against his blade, the force of impact left deep imprints in the
Guardian's palms. Each strike left the Guardian fatigued
beyond recuperation. He tried to call on the Force to
empower his deflections, but his reserves were entirely
depleted. It was time for the Guardian to amend his strategy.

Trakata was a dangerous technique, one Master Luke
strongly advised against. Yet the Guardian could not help
thinking it would one day come in handy. The theory of it
was simple enough. A Jedi need only deactivate their
lightsaber at the right moment, throwing their opponent off
balance. The danger was in the timing.

The Guardian and Ben were in the perfect position for
the ruse to succeed, just like the holocrons demonstrated.
They were engaged in a blade lock with Ben pressing his full
weight into the Guardian's lightsaber. If the Guardian stayed
engaged, he would have eventually been cut through by his
own saber. Instead, he deactivated his lightsaber and veered
from Ben Solo's weight. The dark warrior's lightsaber
seared through the brush behind the Guardian.

The Jedi, stunned at how well the move worked, almost
forgot to follow through with a strike of his own. Too late;
Ben was distracted by the Guardian's lightsaber's sudden
deactivation but regrouped quickly. The moment the
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Guardian’s blade reactivated, the dark warrior caught his
opponent's blade between blade and cross guard. The Jedi
cursed himself privately. That was perhaps his best chance.
It wasn't over yet, he told himself. There were still a few
tricks up his sleeve.

Ben Solo was learning. Using his bind to control the
Guardian, he spun on his heel, using the momentum to
power a back-hand fist. His target was the back of the
Guardian's neck and it was a solid strike, throwing the Jedi
back several feet.

The pain was so excruciating the Guardian nearly
blacked out. Relying on his training, he let the Force center
his balance. He also let it guide the path of his lightsaber
throw, another technique admonished by his holocron
teachings. This particular rebuke came from an Old Jedi
Master named Dooku. Still, the Guardian could no longer
contend with Ben head-to-head, and he needed all the tools
at hand to protect Vader's pyre.

Inverting his grip, the Guardian chucked his lightsaber
like a spear, aiming for the gaping hole in Ben's mask. For a
moment he thought he succeeded. But he quickly realized
his lightsaber was stuck in the tree Ben had been standing in
front of, instead of protruding from his mask.

The Guardian understood then why throwing lightsabers
was looked down upon; it would have been laughable had
the circumstances not been so dire. He forfeited his weapon
willingly to a tree. A tree. His opponent remained untouched
and the Jedi had no weapon. As soon as he realized this, so
did the dark warrior. Ben Solo lifted his lightsaber overhead,
ready to chop the protruding lightsaber hilt in half.

With an outstretched hand, the Guardian rushed for the
tree, letting the Force call to his lightsaber's crystal. The
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Guardian always found this to be the best way to collect his
fallen lightsaber. The greatest concentration of the Force
was at the weapon's center. Its heart was the Kyber crystal.
The Jedi focused on it, his hand a magnet in reach of its
mate. Just as Ben swiped down to cut the lightsaber shaft, it
was gone, darting swiftly towards the Guardian's open palm.
And the Guardian did not stop.

Continuing his forward momentum, using the inertia of
the Force, the Jedi clutched his lightsaber and swung it low
in a brilliant light of green. But once again, instead of seeing
a pair of hacked off legs, there was nothing at all.

By now, the Guardian was no longer surprised by Ben's
talent for evading fatality. The Jedi was, however, taken
aback by how high his old comrade could jump. He figured
the overcompensated jump was due to panic. Surely Ben
had not expected such a turn of events. Using his instinctual,
raw ability with the Force, Solo flung himself out of harm's
way, almost to the bottom of the forest canopy. And like a
Twi'lek gymnast the dark warrior stuck his landing with
perfect balance.

The Guardian sensed the rage festering in Solo's belly.
And it was directed at him. Just as the dark knight turned
on his heel with an outstretched hand, the Guardian
prepared for the impact.

Protecting oneself from another Force sensitive through
a barrier was basic training. Unfortunately the Guardian
never excelled at it. Instead of meeting the collision head-on,
he split the difference and used a subtle press of the Force to
break the impact in two halves. Though the brunt of the
assault missed him, the Guardian could still feel the
remnants of the blowback as leaves and debris brushed the
sides of his arm, the whisper of Solo's rage straining his ears.
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Such force was often backed with little defense. Trying
his luck, the Guardian retaliated with his own telekinetic
shove. He could have tried to unbalance Ben directly but
chose to focus his power on the red lightsaber. First he
pulled at Ben's fingers, just enough. Once he felt Ben's
lightsaber slipping he shifted his focus to the hilt itself,
forcing it out of his enemy's hand and into the bush. The
Guardian had finally disarmed his foe!

Now Ben, there is nothing more you can do. Do not forfeit your
life. The Guardian walked closer to Ben as he tried to end
the fight peacefully. Peace—this was the objective of the
Jedi Order. Peace was the way of Master Luke's teachings.
He reached out to Ben through the Force, hoping to find
defeat and, possibly, acceptance. But there was none of
either. Let go of your hate, Ben.

What the Guardian sensed was not pure hate, but
focused rage. Ben was channeling the dark side of the Force,
but in a way the Guardian could not recognize. The Force
was whispering to the Jedi, yet he failed to understand what
it was telling him. With what seemed like a manipulative tug,
the Guardian's hand, of its own accord, grasped his
lightsaber, ignited its green hue and clashed with ... Ben's
lightsaber?

That's what Solo was channeling. Like the Guardian, he
was calling to his own corrupted crystal. Not calling it
directly to hand but to the back of the Guardian's neck!

The Jedi pushed against the crimson blade, now held up
in mid-air, sustained only by Ben's intent to kill, its cross
guards crackling much too close to the Jedi's face. He tried
to use his own lightsaber to thrust the atrocious cross guards
away from him. But Ben's hand grabbed the back of his
neck, shoving his face closer and closer to the cross guards.
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The dark warrior swiveled the fingers on his free hand
slowly and grinned as the cross guards reacted, picking up
speed when his fingertips moved faster. Soon the weapon
was rotating, spinning, like the repulsors of a Republic
cruiser. Soon the swivel blurred into a red glow, humming a
murderous beat. The Guardian could not break Ben's hold,
nor push against the lightsaber. So he opted for the only
available option and drew from the tricks he'd picked up on
throughout the years.

Solo's singular intent to drive through the Guardian with
raw power could work in the Jedi's favor again. The
Guardian knew if he simply angled his blade the right way
he would be able to escape the hold. He deactivated his
lightsaber for the second time and allowed the momentum of
Solo's pull on his lightsaber to drift overhead. He knew Solo
would save himself even when that meant letting the Jedi
escape. Instead of the Guardian's head being sliced through,
the crimson lightsaber flew up into the trees and safely away
from his throat.

To hell with the Masters, trakata has saved my life twice!
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6

KYLO REN

KYLO REN CURSED HIMSELF AGAIN. HE RAN OUT OF

curse words in Basic and moved onto Huttese. Though the
Jedi was a trickster with little raw ability, Kylo could not lie
to himself any longer. This foe was not to be underestimated.
His opponent supplemented his lack of inherent power with
near perfect execution. The Jedi held onto every ounce of
the Force that he could and molded it into something new,
whereas Kylo expected it to be used up and spent.

The crimson lightsaber buzzed through the forest
canopy, cutting through branches haphazardly, setting flame
to leaves. Kylo locked focus on the hilt and the weapon
immediately heeded his call, snapping straight back to
his hand.

The Knight of Ren flourished his laser sword and saluted
the Jedi for the challenge he presented. His opponent
mimicked the movement, returning the gesture of short-lived
respect with a brief nod.

For a moment the forest was silent, as though all air and



sound were sucked into the vacuum of space. The warriors
prepared themselves for what they both knew would be their
final clash. Kylo Ren had shown his hand, but so did the
acolyte.

Kylo dropped his salute, breaking the silence with the
stuttering hiss of his lightsaber. In an instant the duelists
clashed again. Red cracked on green. Green rotated around
red. They twisted and turned, looping in thunderous light.
There was a terrible crackling, bated breaths, shifting leaves
but the dance of colors never ceased.

Kylo sensed something odd. In that moment he was the
Jedi, deep in his mind. He could feel the Jedi's nightmare,
his sorrow; the massacre of the Jedi's brethren, the Jedi's
total despair. He could also feel the acolyte's hopes and
dreams. He loved Luke; he was absolutely devoted. That's
what had carried him through the fight, the light within
Luke. Was the Jedi Master here now, aiding his student
from somewhere on the moon? No, Kylo Ren would have
sensed him immediately. But Luke had a strong imprint on
this Jedi learner. He imparted something to him, but what?

Hope.
That's what Kylo felt: a secondhand sense of hope. A

false hope, or so Kylo Ren would show him. The Jedi would
always lose. Supreme Leader Snoke showed him the way.
That ancient order was damaged and incomplete. The Jedi
denied themselves power and willingly weakened themselves
when they were capable of so much more. Even now, with
the growth of the First Order, Luke hid himself away when
he could have ruled the galaxy with an iron fist. Kylo Ren
would show the Jedi first-hand the consequences of
false hope.

Instead of fighting for yards, the dark warrior fought for
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inches. Kylo adapted his opponent's fast style, finessing his
way through the Jedi's guard. His light strokes were batted
away but they set up an opening for his stronger style,
forcing the Jedi into another blade lock.

The lightsabers snapped together like magnets, pressed
into the energy of one another. Kylo aimed the edge of his
cross guard towards the acolyte's neck, pressing it in closer
with brute strength. The Knight of Ren was expecting the
Jedi to use trakata again, but he would not allow it. Using
his superior reflex with the Force, he deactivated his main
blade, leaving his cross guards on and letting the natural
forward momentum thrust straight through the Jedi's neck.
Burnt flesh stuck to the air, a satisfying scent for the
victorious warrior. The Jedi's brow rose in shock, yet his
eyes were oddly serene.

This is the oblivion. I understand now Master Luke.
Kylo could hear the Jedi's thoughts, but this time the

words were not directed at him. Kylo unknowingly entered
the Guardian's mind. He saw Luke's blue eyes, so pristine
and so clear it was like he was standing in front of the man.

"When you put your faith in the Force, you will never part from
it, Omu."

Omu! That had been the Jedi's name! Omu Bindo.
Kylo Ren remembered him now. Bindo was the student
who was constantly studying the holocrons. What was so
special about him? He hardly ever trained with his
lightsaber and never made a name for himself. Why did
Luke choose him?

Bindo closed his eyes, completely at ease with his fate.
Kylo Ren raised his lightsaber overhead and sliced the Jedi
straight through. He expected the satisfying thud of a body
hitting dirt and foliage but that did not happen. All that was
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left was Bindo's gray robes. That's what Luke gave to him.
That's what hope earned him.

Pathetic. Kylo would have spat if his mask did not cover
his mouth. Jedi sorcery was pitiful next to the dark side. He
won this match! He was still standing. And he would have his
prize. This was power: the ability to control when someone
was allowed to breathe.

There has been an awakening. Have you felt it... my apprentice?
With Bindo gone, the shield on the pyre was lifted. The

trek to the pyre was quite long. The Jedi did a good job of
carefully placing himself well away from it. The large trees
were thick in this part of the forest, but they slowly started
to thin around a small clearing. Kylo Ren's heart skipped a
beat as he saw it. At the center of the tree line was Darth
Vader's final resting place.

The ground around it was still dark and burnt, though
Kylo knew it should have naturally grown over in the last
thirty years. Life avoided the pyre; even several meters away
there was no growth at all. The Knight of Ren nearly fell to
his knees as he was overtaken by the dark energy
surrounding the area. He lifted one arm to regain his balance
with the aid of a tree. Never before had he been in the
presence of such raw power even if it was only an echo. As
he stepped closer to the pyre he could hear distant voices:
the screams of a young man, and the protests of an old one.
He could hear the musings of Master Yoda, a Jedi he had
become familiar with through holocrons. But most of all, he
heard Darth Vader. His deep voice sent chills down Kylo
Ren's spine. And it easily overwhelmed the rest.

You don't know the power of the dark side. The voice was laced
with ridicule, yet Kylo could not have felt more elated.
Finally, he had a window into the past; a channel that
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allowed him to speak with the late Dark Lord. Kylo knelt
down on one knee in reverence as he touched the remains of
Darth Vader's burnt helmet.

The young warrior was pummeled with the pull of the
dark side. He quickly removed his hand. The power was too
much for him, but like a drug he wanted more. No, he needed
more. No Jedi could hold him back from true power any
longer. He touched the helmet again, letting the dark side
envelop his very soul, corruption blossoming from within
him like a rush of fire. This was the strength he needed to
destroy the last Jedi. All he needed now was the map to
Luke Skywalker.

Show me. Grandfather.
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EPILOGUE

YOU REALIZE THAT OBLIVION IS NOT SOMETHING TO BE

feared, but something to be embraced. All the pain is gone
now. The screams are now colored with silence. The sorrow
is blotted out by radiant light. Your fear is extinguished by
peace. And now, you pity the mask.

The mask is merely a façade, confused and unyielding
like an infant who can only express itself through
whimpering cries and thrown fists. The mask is not to be
feared. The mask is fear. No, not fear in the sense that it
arouses danger or dread; the mask is fear because it lacks
courage. The mask was used because underneath its gaping
hole was apprehension, doubt, and trepidation.

You realize that you never lost, you never could. To
submit yourself to that darkness, that corruption, is the true
calamity. Once down the path, you become twisted, in
conflict, never at peace. You know you have become one
with the Force because you have accepted that compassion
is the true nature of our kind, our saving grace. You do not



pity that you have died, you pity the living who must suffer
without humanity.

There might be a time for Ben Solo's redemption in the
living world, but for now, you smile upon the face of new
friends.

"You did well Omu," the spirit of Obi-Wan Kenobi holds
out a welcoming hand to you.

"Awakened, the Force certainly has. A girl there is, a
new hope. Assist her on her path, we must," the spirit of
Yoda stands with gimer stick in hand.

"Who? What girl?" you ask as both Jedi spirits lead you
into the light.
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ENJOYED THE SHORT STORY?

You should check out some of Antoine’s other works of
fiction! Visit antoinebandele.com to read more from the
author and make sure to visit the “Stay in Touch” page if you
want to be kept up to date with his future writing endeavors.
And if you haven’t watched the original fan film, what are
you doing? Search for it on YouTube!




